TIGHT SITUATION
We have had a few complaints about daggerboards not fitting in their trunks, but we knew that
we had designed in plenty of tolerance, right? We figured that it was sloppy epoxy work or wear
strips that weren’t glued down tight. Imagine our surprise when the board didn’t fit into the trunk
in our new boat!
What is causing this? Well, to start with, the board is binding at the fore & aft edges, where we
thought we had enough clearance. Are the new boards longer in the fore & aft dimension? It
doesn’t appear so.
The culprit seems to be that the trunk logs (the spacers at the fore & aft ends of the trunk) were
thicker than they should have been, making
the fore & aft dimension shorter (arrow below).

The plywood that we machine these pre-glassed trunk logs from was supposed to be 18 mm
thick and in fact, the last batch was over 19 mm thick. Usually plywood is thinner than specified
and we didn’t check. Shame on us because it appears that we created a real problem. The last
batch of trunk logs was for 30 or 40 boats.
The solution to this problem for existing builders will vary depending on whether the
trunk and foils have been built already, or one but not the other have been built.
If you have built the foils, but not the trunk, (or neither) we will send you new, thinner
trunk logs, or you can modify your existing logs as shown below.
On a flat section of bench, clamp as shown (except one log at a time) and use a block plane to
shave one veneer layer off of the unglassed side.
Shave both down until the dark colored glue
line is just starting to become visible, then
place them side by side and use a stiff
sanding block to remove the glue line.
To insure that the logs are square,
vacuum up the dust and alternate the
logs side by side and end for end while
using the sanding block.
Sand until the dark glue line disappears,
revealing clean crossways grain

If you have built your trunk, but not your foils, shaving a bit off of the aft edge of the
daggerboard is the easy solution.
To show how much to remove, lay the board flat with the forward edge fitting tightly to a
clamped straight-thing. A shorter straight-thing can be clamped as shown (below left) fitting tight
to the aft edge of the board. Clamp the straight-things tight before removing the dagger board.
Use a block plane and a sanding block to remove almost 1/16” from just the upper aft
edge of the dagger board.
Put the board back between the straight things to check the gap (below right). Use a small
square to keep the aft edge square to the faces. Re-round the edges as they were before
trimming. Use the sanding block.

The old foils manual shows laminating a 17”
long piece of cloth over the full-length cloth
covering the daggerboard. This extra layer (plus
fill coats) accounts for much of the buildup on
the fore & aft edges of the upper part of the
board. Because both layers wrap over the
edges of the board at the upper end it amounts
to four layers of cloth on the fore & aft edges of
the upper part of the Daggerboard.

The new foils manual will show using an 8” long (instead of 17”) piece of cloth for the extra layer.
This extra layer is only necessary to reinforce the part of the board where it tapers from
rectangular to foil shaped and the longer piece of cloth was just unnecessary weight. If you
haven’t glassed your foils yet, reinforce as shown below Block sand the fore & aft edges and
the extra layer flat (shown below right) before glassing the opposite side of the foils.

If you have already built both your boat and your foils and your daggerboard doesn’t fit,
don’t despair. We prescribe gluing two layers of the 1/32” fiberglass wear strip at the lower aft
end of the trunk (shown below left) to prevent splitting the strip with the sharp trailing edge when
grounding hard with the board partially raised.
Both fore & aft wear strips can be reduced in thickness with a long stick (it must be long
enough for the other end of the stick to ride on the upper wear strips when sanding). The stick
can have its edges rounded a bit (shown) before applying a short piece of sandpaper to it.

The fore & aft edges of the daggerboard can also be block sanded to remove some of the
many layers of glass cloth present there. These areas can be gloss coated without having to refinish the whole board.
Block sanding the upper fore & aft edges of the board should mostly (or only) be done to
the aft edge because removing too much material on the forward edge of the board could cut
into the filler-reinforced front edge of the foil (photo on right).
Block sanding away glass from the aft edge of the board will not negatively affect the structure or
shape of the board.

The board should be able to drop down to where the rope loop hits the
foredeck. It will float up a bit, so the rope loop should be tight
enough that it can just fit around the turn-dog riser block.

A 20” long piece of 3/16” line can be used
for loop. A fisherman’s bend is the
preferred knot as it is small and the
length of the loop can be easily adjusted.
We apologize for difficulties caused by our screw-up. We will ship out replacement trunk logs for
anyone that hasn’t built the trunk yet and we will trim a bit from the aft edge (and re-round) any
daggerboards shipped for existing boats.
Please keep in touch if you have any similar issues. We could have found and corrected this
much sooner had we known that it was a fore & aft clearance issue. We care about this stuff a
lot, so if you find a real issue, let us know.
The new PT 11 manuals are ready. Who needs one? (See next page too...)

Another update coming revising gluing the bumper. We now advise
not to use Tolulene to prep your bumper for gluing. It appears to be
totally unnecessary. Just sand thoroughly and wipe clean before
gluing as described in the manual.

